QOHO Shenzhen & QOHO UK

Why the company name is QOHO?

Someone asked why the company name is QOHO? In Chinese, “强”
means strong, reliable, professional, and “鸿” means a big bird that can fly
very high and very far place. Jimmy hopes his team can provide reliable and
professional service to clients, and also hopes company can be stronger and
stronger, go further and further. In Chinese pronunciation, “强鸿” is “Qiang
Hong”. In order to get a brief name add into logo, so the brief company name is
QOHO that pronunciation sounds like ” Qiang Hong”.

Jimmy-The founder of QOHO Shenzhen
Jimmy founded QOHO Shenzhen. Jimmy is hard working and studious guy.
He used to be a great internal seller about communication products, monitoring
products, so he knows how to communicate his ideas to QOHO sales people in
order to better serve clients. And he also used to be a technician, so he also
knows how to communicate with QOHO shenzhen and QOHO UK technicians so
that the solution can be implemented efficiently to meet the needs of customers.
And he also used to be a boss of a SMT factory. So, all of those experience
helped him to manage QOHO Shenzhen well. Jimmy thinks sincere is very
important. He hopes QOHO team can communicate with customers in a sincere
manner. And his wife name is Betty who used to be a seller for many years, and
Betty support Jimmy to sell vehicle safety equipment. Because Betty knows
English very well, and very confident to communicate with foreigners. If Jimmy
knows English as well, then Jimmy can be top one seller. Jimmy and Betty not
only work in tacit understanding, they also has a very warm family. Now,they have
two very cute and smart boys.

Tony-The founder of QOHO UK

QOHO Shenzhen met QOHO UK. Tony is founder of QOHO UK. when Tony was
50 years old, he told his family that he wanted to be a teacher to teach kids. However,
one day, he and Dave had witnessed a serious traffic accident in UK. Then, Tony
decided to do something to reduce UK traffic accidents. He thinks the present purpose
of his life is not to make money but to contribute to traffic safety. He also thinks
equipment quality and service are very important. QOHO UK with QOHO Shenzhen
many years, so they believe the quality of QOHO equipment is very good. Because of
same ideas, QOHO Shenzhen and QOHO UK come together!

QOHO Shenzhen with QOHO UK

Best wish to QOHO Shenzhen & QOHO UK

Hope QOHO Shenzhen and QOHO UK will work
more longer to provide best service to QOHO clients!

